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Tv Connector is made for Phonak Marvel and Audeo B. Compatible with all Phonak Marvel hearing aids around the world, including the US, Canada and Europe. The condition is completely new in the box, never opened. Comes with all the original accessories. The original product is directly from Phonak. The description is made for Phonak Marvel hearing
aids, this device connects to the TV and immediately starts streaming the sound on hearing aids. This product is original and made by Phonak. It is compatible with all Phonak Marvel hearing aids around the world, including the United States, Canada and Europe. Includes U.S. and Canada power plug plug, other directions will require an adapter. TV
Connector is a simple interface to connect and play to TVs and other sound sources, supporting the direct connection of hearing aids Phonak Aud'o Marvel and Audo B-Direct. It's designed to make it easier to set up and use. It's all the same, like using wireless headphones. With AirStream technology™ it provides high-quality audio streaming from any TV
and stereo system TV Connector can simultaneously stream beeps up to 15 meters to an unlimited number of connected hearing aids. TV Connector is an easy-to-install and easy-to-use device that can be used with Marvel's Odeo lanterns and Odeo B-Direct hearing aids for top-rated sound streaming quality. Several TV Connector listeners support an
unlimited number of connected hearing aids with a single device. The beep is streamed to all connected hearing aids at the same time. The COMPATIBility TV Connector is compatible with Phonak Odeo Marvel, Odeo B-Direct, Naida Marvel and Virto Marvel Black. All other wireless hearing aids are incompatible. Items included the Phonak Marvel TV
Connector Optical Cable for your TV on Audio Streamer Power Cable, an adapter for the North American User Guide One Year international warranty Free Shipping Worldwide, including Tracking. Delivery times in the U.S. and Canada typically last one week. European shipping appointments are usually 1-2 weeks. It usually takes two weeks all over the
world. Support If you have any questions about pairing or installing this item you can call us or email us for personalised assistance: 416 516 3332, info@houseofhearing.ca. Remove the new TV connector from the packaging. Insert a micro USB-end USB cable into the port on the back of the TV connector. Connect the USB end of the cable to the side of the
power connector. Insert the power plug. Insert the other end of the audio cable into the audio output on the back of the TV. Once connected to power, the LED turns green to indicate that it is ready to flow. When TV Connector to the power source for the first time, make sure that hearing aids are turned on and within a 1 meter radius to make an automatic
connection. Once connected, hearing aids will play the tone of confirmation. Turn on the TV. The beep will be streamed from the The connector is directly to the hearing aids. A stable streaming signal is provided within a 15-metre radius of the TV connector. Hearing aids are automatically included in the TV streaming program when a streaming signal is
detected. Tap the Connect button to connect multiple users to the TV connector. Congratulations! Your hearing aids are now connected to the TV connector. Please watch the TV Connector short guide here. Open and unpack TV Connector - You have to find the TV Connector Box, along with the audio cable and Power Cord.Give TV Connector power box by
plugging it in. Connect the audio cable in the TV Connector box and into the Audio OUT port on the back of the TV. The green light on the box will mean that it is ready for a steam beep. Bring hearing aids within a 1 meter radius - The first time a TV connector is given power and hearing aids come within reach they will automatically connect. Hearing aids will
play the confirmation tune. Turn on your hearing aids to automatically start streaming with a streaming sound signal. The streaming range is 15 meters. Use the connection button on the back of the TV connector to connect other users hearing machines to the same TV connector box. Streaming - refers to the wireless sound signal that your hearing aid
receives from the TV Connector box. This video explains how to set up the Phonak TV connector - If someone enters the room to talk, you can press the button on the hearing aid to turn off the streaming signal from the TV, press the button again to reactivate the streaming. -Your hearing aids can be connected to two TV connectors. You can easily switch
from watching TV in the living room to the TV in the bedroom.-The TV connector can have an unlimited number of hearing aids connection.-If a phone call comes to your Bluetooth connected mobile phone while streaming from the TV phone connector the phone will take precedence on call time. Summary:
A/en/solution/accessories/phonak_tv_connector/documents/quick_guide_tv_connector_029-3235.pdfUser Guide: A/en/solution/accessories/phonak_tv_connector/documents/user_guide_tv_connector_029-0737 TeleSupport is available Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm EST on: - Chat: Located at the bottom right - Email: telesupport@hearingaidhelp.ca -
Phone: 1-833-TELESUP (835-3787) 1-833-TELESUP 1 Table Content 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 TV connector made for Phonak Marvel and Audeo B. Compatible with all Phonak Marvel hearing aids including the United States, Canada and Europe. The condition is completely new in the box, never opened. Comes with all the original
accessories. The original product is directly from Phonak. The description Is made for Phonak Marvel hearing aids, this device connects to the TV and begins to stream sound to hearing aids. This product is original and made by Phonak. It is compatible with all Phonak Marvel hearing aids around the world, including the United States, Canada and Europe.
Includes U.S. and Canada power plug plug, other directions will require an adapter. TV Connector is a simple interface to connect and play to TVs and other sound sources, supporting the direct connection of hearing aids Phonak Aud'o Marvel and Audo B-Direct. It's designed to make it easier to set up and use. It's all the same, like using wireless
headphones. With AirStream technology™ it provides high-quality audio streaming from any TV and stereo system TV Connector can simultaneously stream beeps up to 15 meters to an unlimited number of connected hearing aids. TV Connector is an easy-to-install and easy-to-use device that can be used with Marvel's Odeo lanterns and Odeo B-Direct
hearing aids for top-rated sound streaming quality. Several TV Connector listeners support an unlimited number of connected hearing aids with a single device. The beep is streamed to all connected hearing aids at the same time. The COMPATIBility TV Connector is compatible with Phonak Odeo Marvel, Odeo B-Direct, Naida Marvel and Virto Marvel Black.
All other wireless hearing aids are incompatible. Items included the Phonak Marvel TV Connector Optical Cable for your TV on Audio Streamer Power Cable, an adapter for the North American User Guide One Year international warranty Free Shipping Worldwide, including Tracking. Delivery times in the U.S. and Canada typically last one week. European
shipping appointments are usually 1-2 weeks. It usually takes two weeks all over the world. Support If you have any questions about pairing or installing this item you can call us or email us for personalised assistance: 416 516 3332, info@houseofhearing.ca. Remove the new TV connector from the packaging. Insert a micro USB-end USB cable into the port
on the back of the TV connector. Connect the USB end of the cable to the side of the power connector. Insert the power plug. Insert the other end of the audio cable into the audio output on the back of the TV. Once connected to power, the LED turns green to indicate that it is ready to flow. When the TV Connector is connected to the power source for the first
time, make sure the hearing aids are turned on and within a 1 meter radius to make an automatic connection. Once connected, hearing aids will play the tone of confirmation. Turn on the TV. The beep will be streaming from TV Connector directly to the hearing aids. A stable streaming signal is provided within a 15-metre radius of the TV connector. Hearing
aids automatically to the TV streaming program when a streaming signal is detected. Tap the Connect button to connect multiple users to the TV connector. Congratulations! Your hearing aids are now connected to your TV Please watch the TV Connector short guide here. Open and unpack TV Connector - You have to find the TV Connector Box, along with
the audio cable and Power Cord.Give TV Connector power box by plugging it in. Connect the audio cable in the TV Connector box and into the Audio OUT port on the back of the TV. The green light on the box will mean that it is ready for a steam beep. Bring hearing aids within a 1 meter radius - The first time a TV connector is given power and hearing aids
come within reach they will automatically connect. Hearing aids will play the confirmation tune. Turn on your hearing aids to automatically start streaming with a streaming sound signal. The streaming range is 15 meters. Use the connection button on the back of the TV connector to connect other users hearing machines to the same TV connector box.
Streaming - refers to the wireless sound signal that your hearing aid receives from the TV Connector box. This video explains how to set up the Phonak TV connector - If someone enters the room to talk, you can press the button on the hearing aid to turn off the streaming signal from the TV, press the button again to reactivate the streaming. -Your hearing
aids can be connected to two TV connectors. You can easily switch from watching TV in the living room to the TV in the bedroom.-The TV connector can have an unlimited number of hearing aids connection.-If a phone call comes to your Bluetooth connected mobile phone while streaming from the TV phone connector the phone will take precedence on call
time. Summary: A/en/solution/accessories/phonak_tv_connector/documents/quick_guide_tv_connector_029-3235.pdfUser Guide: A/en/solution/accessories/phonak_tv_connector/documents/user_guide_tv_connector_029-0737 TeleSupport is available Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. EST on: - Chat: Located at the bottom right corner of the page -
Email: telesupport@hearingaidhelp.ca - Phone: 1-833-TELESUP (835-3787) (835-3787)
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